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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Background:  Personalized  treatment  for psychopathologies,  in  particular  alcoholism,  is  highly  dependent
upon  our  ability  to  identify  patterns  of genetic  and  environmental  effects  that  influence a person’s  risk.
Unfortunately,  array-based  whole  genome  investigations  into  heritable  factors  that  explain  why one
person  becomes  dependent  upon  alcohol  and  another  does  not,  have  indicated  that  alcohol’s  genetic
architecture  is highly  complex.  That  said,  uncovering  and  interpreting  the missing  heritability  in  alco-
hol genetics  research  has  become  all  the  more  important,  especially  since  the problem  may  extend  to
our inability  to model  the  cumulative  and  combinatorial  relationships  between  common  and  rare  genetic
variants.  As  numerous  studies  begin  to illustrate  the  dependency  of  alcohol  pharmacotherapies  on  an  indi-
vidual’s genotype,  the  field  is further  challenged  to identify  new  ways  to  transcend  agnostic  genomewide
association  approaches.  We  discuss  insights  from  genetic  studies  of  alcohol  related  diseases,  as  well  as
issues  surrounding  alcohol’s  genetic  complexity  and etiological  heterogeneity.  Finally,  we describe  the
need for  innovative  systems-based  approaches  (Systems  Genetics)  that  can  provide  additional  statisti-

cal  power  that  can  enhance  future  gene-finding  strategies  and  help  to  identify  heretofore-unrealized
mechanisms  that  may  provide  new  targets  for  prevention/treatments  efforts.  Emerging  evidence  from
early studies  suggest  that  Systems  Genetics  has  the  potential  to organize  our  neurological,  pharmaco-
logical,  and  genetic  understanding  of  alcohol  dependence  into  a  biologically  plausible  framework  that
represents  how  perturbations  across  evolutionarily  robust  biological  systems  determine  susceptibility

to  alcohol  dependence.

© 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Alcohol dependence (AD) is defined across all versions of the
iagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), and
espite changes in criteria, as a disorder characterized by physio-

ogical and psychological effects in individuals who consume large
mounts of alcohol (American Psychiatric Association, 1968, 1980,
987, 2000). Individuals “addicted” to alcohol are likely to demon-
trate either or all of the following: (1) a strong urge/craving for
he drug, (2) an inability to limit the amount of alcohol they con-
ume, and/or (3) a diagnosis of dependence, as defined by the DSM.
espite the many negative implications of alcohol use, AD contin-
es to be a major public health concern in the United States of
merica. In fact, as of 2010, 131.3 million Americans (∼52%) have
een reported as current drinkers of alcohol (Substance Abuse and
ental Health Services Administration, 2011).
In our effort to understand the genetic liability to AD, research

as focused on characterizing individual differences in the bio-
ogical systems that regulate the breakdown of alcohol and the
euronal systems/pathways that are believed to be affected by
lcohol. Research on the metabolism of alcohol suggests the
nvolvement of several enzymes. The oxidative pathway involves
ldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH), alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH),
ytochrome P450 2E1, and catalase. The non-oxidative pathway
nvolves fatty acid ethyl ester and phospholipidase D. Differences
n the functionality of the ALDH and ADH enzymes have been
inked to, (1) increased risk for alcohol-induced tissue damage (cir-
hosis; Chao et al., 1994), and (2) protection against developing
D (Chen et al., 2009). In the context of brain effects, the acute
nd chronic effects of alcohol exposure are very important, as the
ycle of addiction is dependent upon how an individual responds
o repeated alcohol use over time. Based on the body of litera-
ure across humans and animals, AD is likely to involve neuronal
ircuits involved in the Binge/Intoxication, Withdrawal/Negative
ffect, and Preoccupation/Anticipation stages of the addiction
ycle (Koob and Volkow, 2010); see Fig. 1. In fact, neurotrans-
itter systems, such as dopamine, glutamate, opioid, serotonin,

nd �-aminobutyric acid (GABA) systems, as well as stress
esponse circuits (neuropeptide-Y and corticotropin-releasing fac-
or) and appetite regulating systems are key to alcohol’s effects
Hillemacher, 2011). For instance, studies demonstrate that opi-
id antagonists suppress alcohol drinking (Rosner et al., 2010) and
hat gamma-aminobutyric acid A receptors (GABAA) mediate the
ewarding effects of alcohol (Koob, 2004) and alcohol consump-
ion (Rewal et al., 2012; Tabakoff et al., 2009). Given the role of
ach of these metabolic and neuronal pathways in alcohol use and

ddiction, they are regarded as candidate pathways for genetic
tudies of alcohol. It is believed that individual differences in the
enetic code of these and other candidate molecules will pro-
ide insight into the risk for AD. Unfortunately, the extant body of
 . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  .  .  . .  .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  .  . . . .  . . .  .  . . .  . . .  .  .  . . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . .  .  . .  .  . 187

animal and human research on alcohol has also demonstrated that
alcohol, as a drug, is not specific in its effects, but rather casts a
wide net in the human brain. Consequently, susceptibility to AD
likely involves a network of genes across several biological systems.
This has complicated the elucidation of the genetic mechanisms
that drive compulsive drinking, AD, and specific AD characteristics.
In the proceeding pages, we highlight the positive and negative
findings from molecular genetic studies of AD and the need for
analytical and interpretational approaches in the form of Systems
Genetics. Systems Genetics has the potential to organize our neu-
rological, pharmacological, and genetic understanding of AD into
a biologically plausible framework that represents how pertur-
bations across evolutionarily robust biological systems determine
susceptibility to AD.

2. The genetic epidemiology of AD

2.1. Genetic studies of AD

Human genetic studies of alcohol are organized into two  broad
categories, quantitative genetic (i.e., family and twin studies) and
molecular genetic studies. Quantitative genetic studies suggest that
genetic differences play an important part in susceptibility to AD.
Much of this evidence has been derived from early family-based
studies which indicated that first-degree relatives of alcohol depen-
dent cases were several times more likely to be later diagnosed with
AD relative to first-degree relatives of control subjects (Bierut et al.,
1998). Further, twin and adoption studies suggest that this famil-
ial pattern may  be attributable to additive genetic factors, which
account for roughly 40–60% of the liability for AD (Agrawal and
Lynskey, 2008; Knopik et al., 2004). Twin studies also suggest that
a large number of genes related to AD also influence other forms of
drug dependence (Palmer et al., 2012), as well as other externalizing
psychopathologies (Iacono et al., 2008; Young et al., 2000).

As the genotyping technology improved, candidate gene and
genomewide association methods were developed as a means to
identify genetic variants that confer increased risk for AD. How-
ever, due to the etiological complexity of complex traits like AD,
newer DNA sequencing methods, in particular, next generation
sequencing (NGS) have become increasingly necessary as they pro-
vide a more accurate description of both common and rare variants
(i.e., be they single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or struc-
tural variants). Both linkage and association studies are heavily
focused on genetic variation that can be captured by genomic plat-
forms designed to identify rare and/or common variation within

a specific gene or across the entire genome, usually by relying
upon linkage disequilibrium (LD). However, both methods have
significant differences that affect their interpretation. Linkage stud-
ies are often regarded as being more powerful than association
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Fig. 1. Example of a Theoretical Network Model for alcohol dependence. This adapted figure from Koob and Volkow (2010) is used to illustrate an example of a theoretical
systems model showing genes involved in alcohol metabolism and alcohol’s effect on the brain’s reward pathway. Note that for the sake of simplicity, the figure does not
represent all of the pathways involved, for example, projections from the ventral tegmental area to the amygdala and hippocampus. The figure depicts each of the three
components of addiction (intoxication, withdrawal, and Preoccupation), which are mediated by different neurotransmitters and systems that are compromised by alcohol;
solid  and dotted lines indicate glutamatergic projections, dashed arrows represent dopaminergic projections. Abbreviations:  Acb – nucleus accumbens; BNST – bed nucleus
of  the stria terminalis; CeA – central nucleus of the amygdala; CRF – corticotropin-releasing factor; DGP – dorsal globus pallidus; NE – norepinephrine; SNc – substantia nigra
pars  compacta; VGP – ventral globus pallidus; VTA – ventral tegmental area. Based on the segments shown, the presence of alcohol in the system is limited by the genetic
p imited
t  the s

A  (Koob
3

s
t
i
t
l
c
i
t
s
f
s
b
s
p

rofile of the metabolic system, while alcohol’s effect on the reward pathway is l
ransmission. Gene names shown in italics indicates possible sources of variation in

dapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Neuropsychopharmacology
5,  217–238), copyright 2010.

tudies because of their ability to capture variation attributable
o rare variants; however, they lack specificity as they focus on
dentifying stretches of DNA that either contain or are linked to
he gene/genes that underlie a trait. Linkage study findings may
ead to gene discovery when followed-up with targeted sequence
apture; however, it is important to note that linkage study find-
ngs may  be specific to the families in the pedigrees utilized. On
he other hand, association studies are less powerful, but are more
pecific because they focus on identifying alleles (i.e., alternative
orms of a gene caused by SNPs, copy number variants (CNVs),

equence repeats, etc.) that might be a contributing factor for the
ehavior/disease or linked to it. Notably, genomewide association
tudies (GWAS) thus far have utilized array-based platforms that
rovide good global coverage of the genome and genes within it,
 by variation in GABAergic transmission, glutamate transmission, and dopamine
ystem.

, G.F., Volkow, N.D., 2010. Neurocircuitry of addiction. Neuropsychopharmacology

but primarily focus on common variants (mainly SNPs with a minor
allele frequency >10%), thereby providing very limited coverage of
sequence repeats, structural variants, and rare SNPs that are more
likely to be seen with NGS. So far, molecular genetic studies have
linked variation across chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 to diagnoses
of AD (Foroud et al., 2000; Nurnberger et al., 2001; Reich et al., 1998;
Wang et al., 2004; Williams et al., 1999), as well as chromosomes
5, 6, 9, 15, 16, and 21 using quantitative phenotypes of AD (e.g.,
maximum number of drinks) and neurophysiological phenotypes
(e.g., event related potentials, such as P300) that are often comor-

bid with AD and other psychiatric disorders (Almasy et al., 2001;
Begleiter et al., 1998; Foroud et al., 1998; Ghosh et al., 2003; Hill
et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2004; Kuo et al., 2006; Porjesz et al., 2002;
Saccone et al., 2000; Schuckit et al., 2001).
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To date, at least one variant in roughly 602 genes has been linked
o alcoholism and/or AD (visit: http://www.hugenavigator.net/
uGENavigator/startPagePhenoPedia.do;  Yu et al., 2010). Amongst

hese genes, there are several systems that have received special
ttention due to their neurological and pharmacological relevance
o indentifying (1) molecular targets of alcohol, and (2) brain sys-
ems that are altered by the presence of alcohol. Unlike other
ubstances (e.g., cocaine) alcohol has global neuronal effects. Alco-
ol alters the membranes, ion channels, enzymes, and receptors of
eurons (Valenzuela, 1997). Alcohol has also been shown to alter
he binding of receptors for acetylcholine, serotonin, GABA, and the
MDA receptors for glutamate (Mukherjee et al., 2008; Nevo and
amon, 1995). Indisputably, the wide range of symptoms seen as
art of AD are likely the result of individual differences in alcohol
etabolism and alcohol-induced neuroplastic changes.

.2. Genetics in the context of pharmacology and neuroscience

Understanding how individual differences in genetic risk factors
nfluences the risk for AD across individuals requires interpret-
ng gene effects across different systems because no single gene
etermines the overall risk for AD. While a complete review of the
harmacology and neurobiology of AD is beyond the scope of this
aper, the moderate success of addiction pharmacotherapies high-

ights the importance of the opioid, GABA, serotonin, dopamine,
nd corticotropin-releasing factor systems in the liability to alco-
olism. We  refer readers to recent a review by Vengeliene et al.
2008),  which describes the pharmacodynamic and pharmacoki-
etics of AD, a review by Heilig et al. (2011),  which highlights
rain systems that have been targeted by pharmacological agents

n the treatment of alcoholism and a review by Koob and Volkow
2010) that describes different systems that facilitate preoccupa-
ion with addictive substances. Based on research in these areas, a
ey component to understanding alcohol’s effect on the brain can
e found in variation both within and across biological mechanisms
hat regulate ethanol concentration and intercellular communi-
ation among neurons. Studies have demonstrated that the liver
nzymes, alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and aldehyde dehydro-
enase (ALDH) regulate the degradation of alcohol into acetate.
harmacogenetic research has also shown that variation within
DH and ALDH genes alters a person’s risk for developing alco-
ol problems (Alcohol Alert, 2007). For instance, of the seven
enes that code for different forms of ADH (clustered on chromo-
ome 4q), variants within the genes encoding the hepatic forms,
DH1B and ADH1C, have been related to alcohol dependence. The
DH1B*2 alleles has also been shown to protect against alcoholism

n males and females of different ethnic origins (Lorenzo et al.,
006; Toth et al., 2010). Koob and Volkow’s review of the neuro-
iology of drug addiction highlights several circuits that mediate
he ‘binge/intoxication’, ‘withdrawal/negative affect’, and ‘preoc-
upation/anticipation (craving)’ stages of the addiction cycle. These
tages have been linked to specific neural networks. For example, in
egards to the Binge/Intoxication Stage, the acute reinforcing effects
f alcohol are hypothesized to invoke the release of dopamine in
he nucleus accumbens through its actions in the ventral tegmen-
al area or nucleus accumbens). Candidate gene studies focused on
eurotransmitters whose levels or end function are altered by the
cute or chronic presence of alcohol have supported neuroimag-
ng studies. As one example, dopamine (a key component of the
rain’s reward circuitry) and serotonin (the primary contributor to
otivation behaviors and mood) are considered to be among alco-

ol’s major liability factors. Alcohol’s ability to modulate dopamine

evels results in neuronal adaptation that perpetuates further
lcohol/other drug use. Although the different mechanisms by
hich alcohol evokes its acute reinforcing effects on the brain

emain poorly understood, its effects appear to be mediated by
ependence 125 (2012) 179– 191

the actions of the dopamine, serotonin, opioid, and GABA sys-
tems in the basal forebrain. For instance, alcohol use leads to the
release of endogenous opioids, which activate mu-opioid receptors
on GABAergic interneurons in the ventral tegmental area, result-
ing in attenuation of inhibitory tone from these onto mesolimbic
dopamine-neurons, and ultimately increased dopamine release in
the nucleus accumbens. Over time, chronic alcohol use eventu-
ally leads to a hypodopaminergic state that becomes the driving
force behind continued alcohol and/or other drug seeking behaviors
(Volkow et al., 2007). To date, genetic studies of AD have high-
lighted polymorphisms in the genes for GABA (e.g., GABRA2; Dick
et al., 2006a,b; Edenberg et al., 2004; Fehr et al., 2006; Ittiwut et al.,
2011; Lind et al., 2008a; Lydall et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2007;
Philibert et al., 2009), dopamine (e.g., DRD4; Connor et al., 2007;
Dick et al., 2007; Park et al., 2011; Pinto et al., 2009; Yang et al.,
2008), serotonin (e.g., SLC6A4; McHugh et al., 2010; Philibert et al.,
2008), and opioid receptors (e.g., OPRM1; Chen et al., 2011a), and
the dopamine enzyme, catechol-O-methyl-transferase (COMT;  He
et al., 2008) among others.

2.3. GWAS of AD

We are aware of several GWAS of AD (Bierut et al., 2010;
Edenberg et al., 2010; Heath et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2006;
Kendler et al., 2011; Kerner et al., 2011; Lind et al., 2010; Treutlein
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011b, 2012; Zuo et al., 2011a,b)
and AD related endophenotypes, such as theta-band oscillations
(Hodgkinson et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2012; Zlojutro et al., 2011),
and drinking phenotypes (Baik et al., 2011; Heath et al., 2011; Pei
et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 2011). These studies suggest that (1)
AD is genetically heterogeneous, and (2) the complete statistical
characterization of the genetic susceptibility to AD requires novel
analytic techniques that can utilize all of the molecular data from
both array and NGS technologies. Although a complete review is
beyond the scope of this paper, we  suggest recent review papers
that cover GWAS of AD (Kimura and Higuchi, 2011; Treutlein and
Rietschel, 2011). Notably, several GWAS have validated some can-
didate genes. For instance, the ADH1C gene, which has over 50
publications linking it to alcohol use/alcoholism/AD, has also been
evidenced in two  recent GWAS of AD (Kendler et al., 2011; Treutlein
et al., 2009). Similarly, the muscarinic receptor (CHRM2) has been
replicated in two  GWAS (Dick et al., 2008; Kendler et al., 2011),
and several other well replicated candidate genes (i.e., >10 stud-
ies), such as GABRA2 (Bierut et al., 2010), MAOA (Wang et al., 2011a),
GRIN2B (Joslyn et al., 2010), and ANKK1 (Kendler et al., 2011) have
emerged in recent GWAS.

3. Insights and limitations from GWAS of AD

GWASs of AD and related phenotypes have identified numer-
ous loci, however, these loci alone have limited utility (i.e., they
each account for less than 1% of the variance in liability of the dis-
ease/trait). Despite this limitation, alcohol GWAS continue to be
studied because they (1) support pathways that were previously
hypothesized from linkage study findings, and (2) highlight path-
ways that were not initially considered (Heath et al., 2011); for
example, genes involved in the specification and maintenance of
neuronal connections. The major success and challenge of alcohol
GWAS is that hundreds of genetic variants, each with a modest
effect size, contribute to its liability. This observation presents
several new challenges to modeling the relationships between dif-

ferent genes and alcohol phenotypes, such as (1) the identification
and selection of polymorphisms, (2) reducing the heterogeneity of
alcohol phenotypes, (3) the design and implementation of math-
ematical approaches that provide the necessary power, and (4)

http://www.hugenavigator.net/HuGENavigator/startPagePhenoPedia.do
http://www.hugenavigator.net/HuGENavigator/startPagePhenoPedia.do
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he development of a conceptual framework that will provide a
eaningful interpretation of the findings. For the remainder of the

aper we discuss factors as they relate to the missing heritability
n alcohol GWAS.

.1. Genetic variation: common and rare variants

Missing heritability (i.e., the disparity between genetic effects
dentified in family/twin studies and molecular genetic studies) in
WAS has been attributed to the emphasis on common genetic
ariants that have low penetrance (i.e., the proportion of indi-
iduals carrying a particular allele/genotype that also express a
articular behavior). As the number of variants tested on GWAS
latforms has evolved from testing thousands of variants to more
han 1 million, the likelihood of capturing variants that are in LD
ith rare variants has increased. Current 1M chip platforms have

dentified hundreds of possible candidate variants for AD, but only a
ew of these have replicated across independent samples and have
unctional implications. Altogether, these observations suggest that
hen treated individually, common variants, such as SNPs, and rare

ariants, such as copy number variants, account for a small frac-
ion of the missing heritability of diseases (Orozco et al., 2010). The

ost likely solution to this problem would be the incorporation of
oth common and rare genetic variants in genetic studies of alcohol
sing whole genome sequencing platforms. Unfortunately, a note-
orthy drawback to the inclusion of rare-moderately-penetrant

nd common-weakly-penetrant alleles in the genetic model of any
isease is that it decreases the power to detect true associations.
s a result, larger studies of AD would be necessary (Wray et al.,
007, 2008); alternatively, family-based association studies, such
s the Collaborative Studies on the Genetics of Alcoholism, would
ontinue to have great utility as they are better powered to detect
are variants. Capitalizing on the idea that common variants can
apture variance attributable to low-frequency functional variants,
hole genome prediction models (WGPMs), such as genome-wide

omplex trait analysis (Yang et al., 2011b), have been able to cap-
ure more of the variability in complex traits (e.g., height and body

ass index) using current genotyping platforms (Lee et al., 2011),
hus demonstrating that cumulative/aggregate genetic risk scores
hould prove useful in capturing more of the missing heritabil-
ty (De Jager et al., 2009; Kohli et al., 2010; Purcell et al., 2009).
owever, a notable limitation of these models is that they lack the
egree of specificity needed to inform the development of preven-
ion/treatment tools.

.2. Gene–gene interactions (epistasis)

Another aspect of missing heritability in alcohol GWAS is the
ayers of interactions between genes within the context of the
est of the genome and the environment in which they exist. This
on-linear combination of genes/gene-products is referred to as
pistasis. Because AD is a complex developmental disease that
nvolves impaired neural development and function, it is undoubt-
dly fraught with molecular interactions (i.e., DNA and proteins)
hat are difficult to model statistically. For example, Palmer et al.
2003) suggested that the background of a knockout mouse might
e important when studying response to ethanol. In their study of
wo different DRD2 knockout mouse strains, the authors showed
hat the effects of the null allele on ethanol’s stimulant and sensi-
izing effects differed based on the background used to develop the
nockout strain (Palmer et al., 2003). So far, there has been modest
vidence of statistical epistatic effects on AD in the human litera-

ure, possibly because of a lack of power in most studies. In a recent
tudy, Kumar et al. discovered epistatic effects between the mu and
appa opioid system, with respect to alcohol (Kumar et al., 2012).
he researchers showed that although individual markers were
ependence 125 (2012) 179– 191 183

not associated with alcoholism, locus-locus interactions between
OPRM1 and OPRK1 led to a two-fold increase [2.318 (1.025–5.24)]
in the risk for alcoholism. Coupled with findings from complex dis-
eases, these results suggest that genetic interactions may  be far
more important than initially thought. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that the failure to model epistatic effects in biomet-
rical studies may  have inflated the heritability of complex traits
(Zuk et al., 2012). The inherent problem with capturing epistatic
effects using variants with modest effect sizes arises from the vast
number of possible combinations that can exist within the human
genome. For example, a model containing two  SNPs, each with
three genotypes (i.e., AA, Aa, and aa), would have nine possible
genotypes, while a model containing four SNPs would have 81 pos-
sible genotypes (i.e., 3# of SNPs). Capturing epistatic effects is further
complicated by the fact that the power to detect a genetic effect is
dependent upon the minor allele frequency (MAF) of the risk allele
being studied. Specifically, the power to detect relatively modest
genotypic risk ratios observed in AD GWAS increases as the MAF
of the risk allele being tested increases. However, in the case of
epistatic studies we would be dealing with the MAF of different
combinations of risk alleles, which further increases the likelihood
of obtaining a false positive result. Recently, it has been suggested
that the inclusion of epistatic effects, as well as gene–environment
interaction effects (discussed in Section 4.2) in association studies
provides a slight improvement in predictive power; notably, pre-
dictive power increases as (1) the number of risk factors increases
and (2) the effect size of causal variants increases (Aschard et al.,
2012).

Non-parametric methods (e.g., data mining, machine learning,
and neural network modeling) have been proposed as a discovery
tool for exploring these highly dimensional spaces without the need
of a priori hypotheses. Of particular interest are non-parametric
data-mining methods, such as multifactor dimensionality reduc-
tion (MDR; Chen et al., 2011b; Hahn et al., 2003; Ritchie et al.,
2003a), because they are easier to interpret than neural net-
work models (Lucek and Ott, 1997; Motsinger-Reif et al., 2008;
Ritchie et al., 2003b).  Notably, despite the utility of data-mining
approaches, the possibility of obtaining false-positive results that
can result from chance patterns in the data still exists. MDR  has
been applied to several complex phenotypes, such as multiple scle-
rosis, coronary artery disease, and cancer (Agirbasli et al., 2011;
Brassat et al., 2006; Gui et al., 2011), however, applications to addic-
tion phenotypes are lacking.

3.3. The phenotypic and genetic complexity of AD

Missing heritability in AD GWAS is also attributable to the
fact that AD’s liability is genetically heterogeneous (i.e., different
individuals posses different combinations of susceptibility alleles
within/across genes) and phenotypically heterogeneous (i.e., indi-
viduals might arrive at a diagnosis of AD with a combination of
different characteristics/symptoms). This largely reflects the fact
that people become addicted or remain addicted to alcohol for
different reasons. Hence, the lack of power in alcohol GWAS AD
can also be attributed to the use of phenotypes that fail to capture
the biological underpinnings of AD, which would ultimately led to
the classification of groups/types of alcoholics that may  be more
genetically homogeneous. This is primarily obvious in summary
phenotypes, such as AD, which combine physiological characteris-
tics of the disorder with psychosocial aspects. This, in turn, results in
different combinations of individuals with different problems. Con-

sequently, every GWAS of AD has had to average the score across
individuals with different aspects of an underlying inability to reg-
ulate their alcohol consumption. For example, a recent GWAS by
Kendler et al. (2011) indicated that while symptoms of AD formed
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 single factor there were no SNPs that approached the 5 × 10−8

hreshold for genome-wide significance for the AD factor score.

.3.1. Using comorbidity to understand heterogeneity. One approach
o understanding the phenotypic/etiological complexity of alcohol
s to understand the nature of its relationship with other traits and
o account for them in studies. Past studies show that individuals
ho use/misuse alcohol are also likely to use/misuse tobacco and

ther drugs (Palmer et al., 2009), thus pointing to a general liability
or dependence across multiple substances (Palmer et al., 2012).
lcoholics are also more likely to be diagnosed with other psychi-
tric disorders, such as major depression or antisocial personality
isorder (Edwards et al., 2012; Iacono et al., 2008; Sher et al., 2005).

n fact, many psychiatric disorders are often comorbid with alcohol
se and AD and in some instances, precede it (Elkins et al., 2006,
007). For instance, we recently examined a sample of older ado-

escents and determined that those who exhibited high levels of
SM-IV CD symptoms and novelty seeking tendencies were more

ikely to exhibit high levels of alcohol, tobacco, and cannabis DSM-
V dependence symptoms during young adulthood (Palmer et al.,
011). To further complicate matters, AD is one component of the

atent Externalizing (EXT) or Behavioral Disinhibition (BD) dimen-
ion that represents an inability to controls one’s own impulsive
houghts and actions (Krueger et al., 2002; Young et al., 2000). In
ddition, one of the largest studies of comorbid psychopatholo-
ies (i.e., internalizing and externalizing disorders) by Kendler et al.
ound separate genetic factors that predispose to internalizing dis-
rders (i.e., major depression, generalized anxiety, and phobia)
nd externalizing disorders (i.e., AD, other drug dependence, adult
ntisocial behavior, and conduct disorder; Kendler et al., 2003),
uggesting that most of the genetic variance associated with AD is
hared with adult antisocial behavior, other drug dependence, and
hildhood conduct disorder. Consequently, it is important to con-
ider whether genetic studies of AD, truly indicate susceptibility
actors specifically related to AD.

.3.2. The endophenotype approach. The primary approach to
vercoming etiological heterogeneity has been the use of
ndophenotypes (i.e., a heritable biological and/or psychological
haracteristic of a disease that (1) has a strong biological basis, (2)
anifests whether or not the illness is active within the individual,

3) relates to the disease in the population, and (4) co-segregates
ith the disease in families; Gottesman and Gould, 2003), which

hould improve the power to identify alcohol susceptibility genes
ecause they reduce the complexity of both the phenotype and
he genetic analysis (i.e., a less complex genetic architecture).
everal of the most studied endophenotypes of AD have been elec-
rophysiological measures, such as electroencephalography and
vent-related potentials (e.g., alpha and beta waves and alpha
ower, as well as the P300 amplitude; Carlson and Iacono, 2006;
horlian et al., 2007), sensitivity to alcohol (i.e., level of alcohol
esponse; Schuckit, 1994; Schuckit et al., 2004), alcohol metabolism
Lind et al., 2008b; Martin et al., 1985a,b), and alcohol craving
Anton, 1999; Mackillop et al., 2007; MacKillop et al., 2010; Monti
t al., 2000; Sinha and O’Malley, 1999; Verheul et al., 1999). A
etailed review of alcohol endophenotypes is presented elsewhere
Hines et al., 2005). Another approach to limiting heterogeneity has
een the utilization of animal models and post-gene studies (i.e.,
ranscriptome and proteome studies) to identify genetic factors
elated to specific components of alcoholism, such as alcohol con-
umption. For example, researchers have used whole-brain gene

xpression data of several mouse models of alcohol consumption to
dentify candidate genes and functional pathways related to volun-
ary alcohol consumption (Mulligan et al., 2006). By characterizing
ifferences between mice that were never exposed to alcohol, but
ependence 125 (2012) 179– 191

were characteristically known to differ in their levels of alcohol con-
sumption, Mulligan et al. demonstrated that there are multitudes
of neuronal pathways that differ between mice that are inherently
destined to consume low/high amounts of alcohol. Likewise, there
are many genes located within these pathways that are differen-
tially expressed between these groups of mice because of variation
within and among them. Notably, several of the 3800 unique genes
identified in Mulligan et al.’s study (2006) were present in gene
loci that had previously been linked to AD in humans. Overall, these
approaches point to a physiological domain (linked to metabolism)
and a neurological domain (i.e., neuronal profiles susceptibility to
alcohol’s effects) that support the pharmacology and neuroscience
literature. However, they also indicate complexity in accounting
for genetic heterogeneity in association studies as it would require
large datasets with extensive phenotyping or alternatively experi-
mental studies that are (1) ethically challenging, (2) experimentally
challenging, and (3) fiscally infeasible in humans alone.

4. Achieving a systems-based approach to studying AD

4.1. The need for genomewide systems-based studies of AD

Alcohol’s genetic complexity highlights the need for compre-
hensive models that account for the cumulative, pleiotropic, and
epistatic effects of genes in the context of the rest of the genome
and the environment. System-based genetic studies (i.e., Systems
Genetics) of AD have become increasingly possible because of
the major advances in genomics, proteomics, gene x environment
interaction and correlation studies, and epigenetics. Systems-based
approaches that conceptualize and model the susceptibility to AD
as combinatorial effects of genetic, epigenetic, transcriptomic, and
proteomic variation are likely to prove useful in overcoming these
challenges. The advantage of a systems-based framework over
agnostic testing procedures is that it organizes the distribution
of “relatively modestly effective” variants into profiles that might
better inform our understanding of specific aspects of the devel-
opment of alcohol use disorders. We  propose Systems Genetics
(a combination of Systems Biology and Genetic Association Stud-
ies) over individual pathway or gene-set enrichment approaches
because it conceptualizes and explores vulnerability to AD as a
function of the joint and multiplicative distribution of gene, epi-
gene, and proteomic effects that constitute evolutionarily robust
biological systems disrupted by alcohol and other drugs. Such
models [which include biological (e.g., genetic/transcriptomic vari-
ants) and environmental (e.g., presence/absence of alcohol cues
or alcohol using relatives/peers) variables] describe how any one
perturbation in one aspect of the system (e.g., “Motivation” in
Fig. 1) affects other components of the system and the manifes-
tation of the disease/trait. Given the lack of large NGS databases,
a starting point for Systems Genetics would be the application
of sophisticated network-based models to existing GWAS data in
order to identify/confirm candidate systems (i.e., network of varia-
tion across different biological pathways) that are likely to be more
stable and reproducible across independent samples. Notably, the
lack of comparable environmental assessments/arrays across stud-
ies will make it difficult to replicate environmental effects. In
addition to GWAS data network-based models can be made to
incorporate micro-array/RNA-Seq (i.e., whole genome sequencing
of mRNA transcripts) and Chip-Seq (i.e., whole genome sequenc-
ing of immune-precipitation-enriched genomic DNA) data. For
instance, although microarray studies have suffered from mul-

tiple testing issues resulting from the agnostic interrogation of
the expression of thousands of genes, they have demonstrated
that alcohol induces changes in the expression level of DNA
binding and cell signaling genes within the prefrontal cortex
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Flatscher-Bader et al., 2006). Alcohol has also been shown to
nfluence the expression of genes involved in matrix remodeling,
roliferation, and cell morphogenesis in the nucleus accumbens
nd ventral tegmental area (Flatscher-Bader et al., 2010). The com-
ination of DNA whole genome genetic variation with epigenetic,
ranscriptomic, and proteomic profiles taken from select neural tis-
ues involved in different stages of addiction (e.g., hippocampus)
ould be the ideal approach to achieving Systems-based models

f AD. By accounting for the relationship between the genome
s a whole and the transcriptome of select tissue as a whole, we
ould obtain effects that are more robust. For instance, recent stud-

es that have examined the covariation between variation in the
enome and the transcriptome, and the proteome suggest mod-
st correlations between them (Colantuoni et al., 2011; Ghazalpour
t al., 2011). For example, Colantuoni et al.’s (2011) examination of
ow genomewide sequence variation affects gene expression in the
refrontal cortex (PFC) showed that across different racial/ethnic
roups, individual SNPs can alter the expression of individual genes
n the PFC; furthermore, although the level of gene expression in
he PFC varies across the lifespan, it is a consistent set of genes
hat is expressed. Thus, for future studies, the joint analysis of the
enome, transcriptome, and proteome will be essential to under-
tanding the structural and functional changes in our brain and
etabolism. A recent example of this approach in alcohol research

nvolved the use of RNA-Seq, ChIP-Seq, and histone H3 lysine 4
rimethylation (H3K4me3) data to identify expression differences
n post-mortem hippocampus tissue collected from alcohol and
ocaine dependent cases and matching controls (Zhou et al., 2011).
imilarly, Schumann et al. (2011) followed up on their GWAS find-
ngs that pointed to AUTS2 as a regulator of alcohol consumption, by
emonstrating significant expression-level differences in human
refrontal cortex, and whole-brain extracts from mice, as well as,
educed consumption in drosophila insertion mutants.

.2. Including the environment as a part of the system

Although not the focus of this paper, it is important that we  men-
ion the environment as a key factor that provides the context in
hich biological systems operate. Environmental exposure plays a

ritical role in the liability to AD; according to twin/family studies,
oughly one-half of the liability to AD is attributable to environ-
ental factors. Environments that influence the risk for AD differ

n both proximity to the disorder and mechanism of action. The risk
or AD is elevated among (1) children that were prenatally exposed
o alcohol, (2) children that grow up in a home with an alcoholic
arent, and (3) children that are poorly monitored by their par-
nts, to name a few (Sher et al., 2005). Many of these environments
re thought to interact or correlate with the individual’s biologi-
al/genetic background resulting in an increased/decreased risk for
he development of AD. For instance, genetic effects on drinking has
een shown to be greater in urban versus rural residential settings
Dick et al., 2001; Rose et al., 2001), possibly because of differences
n the level of social control between rural and urban environ-

ents (i.e., social control or structural constraints may  be greater in
ural environments, limiting the manifestation of genetically deter-
ined behaviors). Findings from the COGA study also suggest that

ariation within an AD susceptibility gene (GABRA2; rs279871) is
elated to a person’s marital status. Individuals with the high risk
ABRA2 variant were less likely to be married partly because of their
levated risk for antisocial personality disorder; marital status also
oderated the effect of other variants within GABRA2 on AD (Dick

t al., 2006a). In addition to the evidence for gene × environment

nteraction, gene–environmental correlations are also relevant to
lcohol. For example, several studies (Cleveland et al., 2005; Fowler
t al., 2007; Harden et al., 2008) have shown that a person’s genes
nfluence their exposure to (1) alcohol, and (2) their exposure to
ependence 125 (2012) 179– 191 185

peers who  use alcohol. In their study of 862 twin pairs, Fowler
et al. (2007) found significant correlations (>0.60) between genetic
influences on friends alcohol use and problem use and a person’s
own use and problem use. Studies such as these indicate that indi-
viduals from high-risk backgrounds (i.e., alcohol abusing parents
or relatives) may  be more likely to place themselves in high-risk
environments for AD (as seen above, interacting with substance
abusing peers). If we are to obtain robust estimates of the contri-
bution of genetic factors to the liability of alcohol dependence, the
synergy between environmental factors and genetic factors must
be acknowledged in molecular genetics approaches. In a previous
report, Heath and Nelson (2002) highlighted the need for well-
designed prospective studies and family-based association studies
to identify important environmental risk factors and account for
intergenerational processes that can confound the genetic risk for
AD with other psychiatric disorders (Heath and Nelson, 2002).
While there have been several advances in the environmental liter-
ature, our understanding of how genes and environments interact
is still limited (Duncan and Keller, 2011). More importantly, envi-
ronmental measures are not consistent across studies, highlighting
the need for high-throughput techniques, such as an environment-
array that can be used to broadly survey environmental measures
related to AD.

4.3. The integration of biology into novel statistical and
computational approaches

Current approaches to capturing the missing heritability of
complex diseases involve the application of gene-set analy-
ses, whole genome prediction analyses, the use of biological
data in the form of pathway-enrichment approaches, and
genomewide modeling of gene–gene interactions (i.e., epista-
sis). Gene-set methods, such as the set-based method in PLINK
(http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/∼purcell/plink/anal.shtml#set;
Purcell et al., 2007) are suitable to large-scale candidate gene stud-
ies, and more recently, sets of genes identified after applying strict
r2 (i.e., correlation coefficient between a pair of alleles) thresholds
to GWAS data (Kendler et al., 2011). Gene-set approaches provide
the benefit of large-scale permutation testing on a specified
number of SNPs that enable the identification of genes that achieve
gene-wise significance. Whole genome prediction models com-
plement the gene-set approach by examining the total amount of
phenotypic variance attributable to variants present on a selected
platform. Although this approach has not yet been applied to
AD, a recent study on height (Yang et al., 2011a)  indicated that if
all the SNPs on a particular genotyping platform are considered
simultaneously, approximately 45% of the variation in height
can be captured. Consequently, the modeling of cumulative vari-
ant/gene effects and the capture of rare causal variants are crucial
to the examination of complex traits. Unlike gene-set and whole
genome prediction, pathway enrichment approaches capitalize
on the wealth of data stored in bioinformatics databases, such as
the Gene Ontology database (Ashburner et al., 2000), the Mouse
Genome Informatics database (Blake et al., 2011), the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (Kanehisa, 2002), the Human
Protein Reference Database (Mishra et al., 2006), HumanCyc
(Romero et al., 2005), and Panther Pathways (Mi  and Thomas,
2009). For example, a recent GWAS by Kendler et al. (2011) used
ALIGATOR (Holmans et al., 2009), a method useful for testing the
overrepresentation of Gene Ontology terms in gene lists identified
from a GWAS study, to examine the genetic etiology of AD in the
Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia Control Sample. Although no

SNPs survived multiple testing corrections, Kendler et al. identified
six genes in the European American sample and five genes in
the African American sample that met  the criteria for gene-wise
significance using Plink, as well as a large number of enriched

http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/anal.shtml#set
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Fig. 2. Example of a Generic Network Model. Visualization of the results of a typical
network model analysis. Nodes (with the letters A thru H) represent variables. Edges
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ategories/pathways in Europeans (up to 347) and African Ameri-
ans (up to 254). The advantage of pathway-enriched approaches
s that they overcome the issue of genetic heterogeneity, which
reatly reduces the power to detect an association. Thus, by shift-
ng attention to the frequency of occurrence of variants related
o a pathway, pathway-enriched approaches improve the power
o detect an association. Similar pathway/enrichment approaches
nclude: GenGen (http://www.openbioinformatics.org/gengen/;

ang et al., 2007), GSEA (for RNA expression analysis; http://www.
roadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp; Subramanian et al., 2007, 2005),
he SNP-ratio test (http://sourceforge.net/projects/snpratiotest/;
’Dushlaine et al., 2009), and INRICH (can be used for combinations
f SNPs, CNVs, genes; http://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/inrich/;  Lee
t al., 2012), to name a few. It is important to note however that
athway approaches are limited to existing knowledge about a
ene and the biological pathways relevant to the disease. Further-
ore, study results may  not be generalizable because the approach

ssumes that genes influence the disease/trait through a common
iological pathway, which in the case of addiction phenotypes is
nly partially true (Palmer et al., 2012). Genomewide epistatic
odeling (GEM) approaches provide a means to model biological

nteractions while also utilizing the clustering approach used in
athway/gene-set analyses. Unfortunately, this form of research

s still under development with most of the nonparametric tools
eing applied to cancer phenotypes. Given its nature, parametric

ogistic regression cannot be employed in GEM studies because
arge sample sizes would be required. Alternatively, researchers

ay  opt to limit the 1 million markers on a DNA micro array to
nly those belonging to genes in candidate pathways (given prior
nowledge to select these markers; Grady et al., 2011). The likely
lternative approach is the application of nonparametric methods
hat are currently being adapted to GWAS, such as MDR and HotNet
Vandin et al., 2011, 2012). Many of these approaches provide flex-
bility in model specification providing a way to reduce the burden
f genetic heterogeneity and multiple testing. For instance, MDR  is

 machine-learning alternative to logistic regression that assumes
o particular genetic model while identifying combinations of
NPs that influence the likelihood of a disease state. As part of
ts method, MDR  combines attribute selection and construction
i.e., the creation of a single attribute by pooling data across SNPs)
ith permutation testing. Like MDR, HotNet, identifies groups

f genes related to a disease but does so differently. HotNet
ses a diffusion model and a two-stage statistical test to identify
roups of mutated/perturbed genes related to a disease. HotNet
rst formulates an influence measure between pairs of genes
sing a diffusion process, which is a type of flow problem that
as been implemented in protein function prediction on protein

nteraction networks with significant success (Vandin et al., 2011).
ach measure of influence considers a gene to influence another
ene if (1) they are both close in distance on the network, and
2) there are relatively few paths between them in the network.
econd, subnetworks are identified using an enhanced influence
odel, in which the number of mutations (e.g., alleles leading to

ltered protein function) in a gene weights the influence between
airs of genes. Overall, these combinatorial approaches, coupled
ith the increasing accessibility of GWAS and NGS data across
ultiple domains provide the means to the joint effect of genetic,

pigenetic, transcriptomic, and proteomic factors on biochemical
athways related to AD susceptibility.

.4. Interpreting systems-based analysis of AD: the need for
lcohol-focused ontologies
Taken together, the different –omics’ illustrate the complexity
f the genetic and environmental mechanisms involved in the lia-
ility to AD. Genomic studies highlight quantitative trait loci that
represent pathways though which perturbations within each variable propagate
through the system.

confer risk or protect against AD. Transcriptome studies demon-
strate that alcohol changes the expression level of genes in several
brain regions (Flatscher-Bader et al., 2006; Mulligan et al., 2006),
such as the nucleus accumbens (Bell et al., 2009; Flatscher-Bader
et al., 2010; Obara et al., 2009), and the extended amygdala
(McBride et al., 2010) to name a few. Protein expression stud-
ies of alcohol use/dependence also indicate protein-level changes
that may account for individual differences in drinking behaviors
(McBride et al., 2009). Gene–environment studies highlight the
strong role of proximal and distal environmental factors that might
correlate with genetic factors and/or moderate their effects (Enoch,
2006). Moving forward, the largest obstacles to designing system-
atic approaches to AD and other complex diseases appear to be
data integration, analysis, and interpretation. Integrating genomics,
transcriptomics, proteomics, and most eventually environmental
effects into a format that will be applicable to AD requires extensive
mining of bioinformatic databases with the intent to build a frame-
work upon evidence from model organisms like drosophila, mouse,
and simple organisms. This knowledge base will be essential to
modeling specific aspects of AD because functional experiments
in these animals will be the key to unlocking epistatic processes
in different environmental situations (as best studied under con-
trolled conditions using pre-clinical models). Notably, data sharing
across genetic, proteomic, transcriptomic, and epigenetic databases
are already underway, leaving the interpretation of systems-based
studies as the latest challenge in genetics research; unfortunately,
environmental databases that connect environmental factors to
AD using replicable high-throughput techniques are still in their
infancy. Since graph-based models will be particularly useful in
modeling complex biological systems, systems-genetics models of
AD will most likely resemble a collection of nodes, which would
represent genes and/or proteins, and edges that represent the rela-
tionship between nodes and the means by which susceptibility to
disease is transmitted through the system (Fig. 2). Given the biology
of AD, formal ontologies (i.e., formal models of a domain of knowl-
edge and the relationship between entities that are being modeled)
will be needed to interpret the findings of network models. An

ever-evolving AD ontology could describe the cascade of events
involved in the metabolic clearance of alcohol and the neuronal
circuitry that regulates (1) alcohol’s rewarding and reinforcing
effects (i.e., how alcohol activates the mesolimbic reward system

http://www.openbioinformatics.org/gengen/
http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp
http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp
http://sourceforge.net/projects/snpratiotest/
http://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/inrich/
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i.e., the nucleus accumbens neurons, ventral tegmental area,
mygdala, and hippocampus), (2) executive control (i.e., the dor-
olateral prefrontal cortex and its connections to the mesolimbic
ystem), (3) the development of an alcohol habit (i.e., the cerebel-
um, the amygdala, the basal ganglia (primarily the striatum), and
he hippocampus) (Zahr and Sullivan, 2008), and (4) behavioral
esponse to stressors (i.e., the extra-hypothalamic corticotrophin
eleasing factor system; Merlo Pich et al., 1995). Formalizing an
ntology of AD (including all of its different domains) will help to
rganize and communicate all of the important risk and protective
actors and phenotypes into a structured representation. In addi-
ion, ontologies of AD (global or focused on a particular domain
f AD (stress circuits and AD)) can serve as a base for exploration
n future research. More specifically, researchers will be able to
esign computational models that explore variation across mul-
iple domains (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, etc.) and
evels (e.g., cell, tissue, behavior) of the system.

. Implications for treatment and prevention

The use of a combined systems biology and GEM approach
ill ideally account for more genetic variance in a particular phe-
otype than that which can be attributed to any single genetic
ariant. In some cases, this may  complicate the clinical translation
f these findings as single variant findings are more readily translat-
ble into pharmacologically-based interventions whereas the likely
roup of variants implicated by a systems biology approach may
pan multiple neurotransmitter systems in a fashion not readily
menable to monotherapies or medication development. Systems
iology may  highlight a particular biological pathway that could
e targeted pharmacologically at various levels (e.g., presynapti-
ally, synaptically or postsynaptically). However, this information
ffers a distinct advantage over single variant methods by provid-
ng an increased understanding of epistasis, or interactions of genes
elevant to potentially different neurotransmitter systems. Accord-
ngly, it is possible that these systems based approaches may  define
he genetic contributions to larger scale polygenic phenomena that
ould be targeted behaviorally. For example if variation in multi-
le genes were implicated in explaining differential urge for alcohol
in a fashion that was not readily addressed through pharmacologic

onotherapies), use of a genetically-defined “urge sensitivity” pro-
le might be used to personalize treatment for such individuals to

ocus on urge management strategies behaviorally. This is not to
uggest that there is no place for pharmacogenetic approaches in
he treatment of alcohol dependence (in fact, the evidence suggests
therwise). Rather we highlight the possibility for combination
harmacotherapies and also targeting behavioral interventions
sing genetic information until such a time as targeted drug deliv-
ry and pharmacological target specificity is obtained (Pajer et al.,
012).

. Comment

Numerous technologies have demonstrated that AD is a function
f genetic differences, gene expression differences, protein-level
ifferences, and differences in environmental exposure. Genetic
ssociation studies have uncovered genetic variants and envi-
onments that explain individual differences in susceptibility to
D. Genomewide association studies of alcohol indicate that its
enetic etiology is highly complex. Transcriptome and proteome
tudies have shown differences in gene and protein expression

n candidate tissues affected by alcohol and other drugs. Collec-
ively, variability across these different systems may  contribute

 greater understanding of alcohol dependence; however, future
trategies will require modeling techniques that capture ubiquitous
ependence 125 (2012) 179– 191 187

principles that underlies all biological processes and complex dis-
eases, epistasis and pleiotropy. Challenges for future genetic studies
of alcohol, will be (1) the identification of phenotypes that assist in
the assessment of how genetic variation in different neural systems
influence and relate to different developmental stages of alcohol
dependence, (2) the development and application of computational
techniques that model the cumulative and combinatorial effects of
genes and environments in a systematic manner, (3) the incorpo-
ration of a consistent set of proximal (e.g., peers) and distal (e.g.,
residency location) environmental measures across genetic studies
of alcohol and other drugs, and (4) the development of ontolo-
gies of alcohol dependencies that can facilitate the development of
future studies and the interpretation of their findings. In the future,
family-based whole-genome studies and animal studies may  be
the best approaches to understanding all of these mechanisms;
family studies, because they are likely to include extreme cases of
alcoholics with an ancestral history of alcohol problems and associ-
ated neuronal and genetic susceptibilities; animal studies, because
selection and congenic experiments provide more than adequate
control over genetic background effects, as well as epigenetic and
environmental effects. The application of systems biology and GEM
to neuronal and alcohol metabolism processes involved in alco-
hol related diseases will help to provide a better understanding
of how individual parts of the liability to alcohol-related diseases
work as a whole. Further, incorporating environmental measures
will be a powerful method for better understanding the nature of
gene–environment interaction and its contribution to the etiology
of behavioral variation.
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